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Abstract 

Rationale: 

The modernist period, one of worldwide literary experiment and of worldwide conflict, demanded a              

rethinking not merely of psychological subjectivity, but of what it meant to be subject to the law                 

and to punishment. This international, gender-balanced panel will build on past work on             

modernism and aesthetic violence (Cole, 2012; Sheehan, 2013; Evers, 2013; Eburne, 2008) by             

interrogating where literary and psychic violence comes into contact with judicial violence. We             

hope to use the space afforded by this panel to address how ‘the singularity of literature’ (Attridge,                 

2004) offered modernist writers and readers opportunities to make and respond to graphic             

representations of law, crime and punishment, and human rights.  

Papers: 

[Name], [Paper Title]. 

This paper will examine the violence of the aftermath of the Easter Rising in the context of                 

Derrida’s exploration of the death penalty’s connection with gender and sexuality. It will set out a                

historical and theoretical background for the convergence of the 1916 generation around the             

romantic figures of Robert Emmet and Sarah Curran, considering the texture of literary             

representations of the death penalty for treason by modernist authors including James Joyce,             

Roger Casement and Joseph Plunkett.  

[Name] [Paper Title] 

This paper comparatively examines the legal experiences of intellectuals indicted for treason to             

better situate the public responsibilities of authorship and writing in the postwar period. Particular              

focus will be placed on France and the United States as two extremes of graphic visibility of                 

punishment: from lynch mobs to executions in France compared to Ezra Pound’s confinement to              

psychiatric care. The major aim is to understand how state violence was made graphic and visible                

through the legal process.  

[Name] [Paper Title] 

Though scholars commonly discuss Langston Hughes’s anti-lynching activism, connections         

between this work and his participation in the Spanish Civil War (1936-39) have been neglected.               

This paper addresses this critical gap by considering the connection between Hughes’s “Christ in              

Alabama” (1931) and “Postcard from Spain” (1938). While he never lived in an America where               

lynching was completely illegal, Hughes believed that Spain’s democratic socialism actualized his            

lifelong ambition of overcoming the legal barriers to racial equality, making it a political model for                

the USA to emulate.  

[Name] [Paper Title] 

In 1922, the Irish Free State adopted the British Offences Against the Person Act § 58. The statute                  

imposes “penal servitude for life as punishment” for crimes of abortion or attempted abortion. By               

reading Edna O’Brien’s novel A Pagan Place alongside Nuala Ní Dhomhnaill’s poem “The Battering,”            

the paper will show how these works of modernist literature, placed in conjunction with Ireland’s               

past engagement with abortion law debates, provide a foundation to explore how State legislature              

and Church institutions violently regulate – punish, police, criminalize – women's bodies.  

 

 

 

 

 



Biography - [Name] 

[Name] is Senior Lecturer in Modern Literature at the [University]. Her research interests include              

life-writing, modernism, psychoanalysis, literature and science, animal studies and law and           

literature. Her first monograph, [Monograph Title], appeared in 2014, and she is the co-editor             

(with [Name]) of [Edited Collection Title], which is appearing with Palgrave in 2018. Her articles              

have appeared in journals such as Irish Studies Review, Joyce Studies Annual, Journal of Modern             

Literature and Society and Animals. She has just commenced an AHRC-funded project on the            

[Subject Matter], which is running from 2018-2020. 

Biography - [Name] 

[Name] is Professor of English Literature at the [University]. He is the author of [Monograph Title]               

and [Book Title]. His articles on modernist literature have appeared in such venues            

as MLQ, Modernism/Modernity, Modernist Cultures, and PMLA. He is currently working on a book          

about [Subject Matter]. 

Biography - [Name] 

[Name] completed her PhD in the Department of English with a concentration in Gender and 

Women’s Studies at the [University], during which time she collaborated with legal scholars and 

computer scientists affiliated with the Information Trust Institute. In addition to her work as a 

[Role] [University] and [University], she serves as a law clerk at the [Institution]. Her current 

interdisciplinary academic scholarship at the nexus of law, culture, and humanities focuses on 

narratives of justice: linguistic and semiotic prejudices in legal fiction. 

Biography - [Name] 

[Name] is a graduate student in the second year of his PhD in English at [University]. He                 

completed his BA (English & history, joint honours) and MA (English) at the [University]. For his                

dissertation, he is studying T.S. Eliot’s Bolo Poems (1906-32). He argues that the Bolo Poems put                

forth a [Subject Matter]. Emerging from this research is Eliot’s critique of both American and               

European imperialism, as well as his questioning of stereotypical representations of masculinity.            

His broader research interests include the life and work of T.S. Eliot, the modernist epic, the rise of                  

secularism, orthodox and heterodox theologies, and the Harlem Renaissance. 

Topics 

● Law and human rights 

● Psychoanalysis 

● Race 

● Gender/Sexuality 

● Sovereignty 

● The Body  

● War/Revolution 

 
 


